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THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION AND THE
ENVIRONMENT: AN OVERVIEW
AND INTRODUCTION
ROBIN KUNDIS CRAIO*

On Thursday, January 27, 2000, President Bill Clinton deliv
ered his last State of the Union address. It celebrated the economic
growth with which the United States started the 21st century. 1 It
also addressed the environment three times. Calling environmental
progress a community value (both local and global), and a product
of improved science and technology-two of the larger themes of
his speech-President Clinton set as a goal for the 21st century that
"[w]e will bring prosperity to every American community. We will
reverse the course of climate change and leave a cleaner, safer
planet. America will lead the world toward shared peace and pros
perity, and the far frontiers of science and technology."2 Similarly,
toward the end of his speech, President Clinton outlined steps that
would "allow America to lead toward the far frontiers of science
and technology-enhancing our health, environment, and economy
* Associate Professor of Law, Indiana University, Indianapolis, School of Law.
J.D. 1996, Lewis & Clark School of Law; Ph.D. 1993, University of California; M.A.
1986, The Johns Hopkins University. This paper is based in part on remarks made to
introduce the Western New England College School of Law's 2002 Environmental Law
Symposium: The Bush Administration and the Environment: A One- Year Retrospective
and Predictions for the Next Three Years, held at the law school on Saturday, February
2,2002.
1. Text of President Clinton's State of the Union Address, SALT LAKE TRIB., Jan.
28, 2000, at AI, 2000 WL 3745373.
2.
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in ways we cannot even imagine today. At a time when science,
technology and the forces of globalization are bringing so many
changes into our lives, it is more important than ever that we
strengthen the bonds that root us in our local communities and in
our national communities."3
In between, President Clinton set out an express environmen
tal agenda for the nation,deeming environmental improvement and
economic expansion to be non-exclusive goals:
I am grateful for the opportunities the vice president and I
have had to work hard to protect the environment and finally to
put to rest the notion that you can't expand the economy while
protecting the environment. As our economy has grown, we
have rid more than 500 neighborhoods of toxic waste and en
sured cleaner air and water for millions of families. In the past
three months alone, we have acted to preserve more than 40 mil
lion acres of road less lands in our national forests and created
three new national monuments.
But as our communities grow, our commitment to conserva
tion must grow as well. Tonight, I propose creating a permanent
conservation fund to restore wildlife, protect coastlines and save
natural treasures from California redwoods to the Everglades.
This Lands Legacy endowment represents by far the most endur
ing investment in land preservation ever proposed.
Last year, the vice president launched a new effort to help
make communities more livable-so children will grow up next
to parks, not parking lots, and parents can be home with their
children instead of stuck in traffic. Tonight, we propose new
funding for advanced transit systems-for saving precious open
spaces-for helping major cities around the Great Lakes protect
their waterways and enhance their quality of life.
The greatest environmental challenge of the new century is
global warming. Scientists tell us that the 1990s were the hottest
decade of the entire millennium. If we fail to reduce emissions of
greenhouse gases, deadly heat ,waves and droughts will become
more frequent, coastal areas will be flooded, economies dis
rupted. Many people in the United States and around the world
still believe we can't cut greenhouse gas pollution without slow
ing economic growth. In the Industrial Age that may have been
true. In the digital economy, it isn't.
New technologies make it possible to cut harmful emissions
and provide even more growth. For example, just last week,
automakers unveiled cars that get 70 to 80 miles a gallon-the
3.

Id,
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fruits of a unique research partnership between government and
industry. Before you know it, efficient production of biofuels will
give us the equivalent of hundreds of miles from a gallon of gas.
To speed innovations in environmental technologies, I pro
pose giving major tax incentives to businesses for the production
of clean energy-and to families for buying energy-saving homes
and appliances and the next generation of super-efficient cars
when they hit the showroom floor. I also call on the auto indus
try to use available technologies to make all new cars more fuel
efficient right away. And on Congress to make more of our
clean-energy technologies available to the developing world
creating cleaner growth abroad and new jobs at home. 4

For President Clinton, the environment was a topic worthy of
relatively lengthy discussion in the State of the Union address-and
a topic seamlessly interwoven into his general themes of community
and advancement in sciep.ce and technology. The future of
America required consideration of its environmental integrity.
Two years later, on Tuesday, January 29, 2002, President
George W. Bush delivered his first State of the Union address to
the nation. The context of the speech was quite different from
President Clinton's last speech, focusing primarily on the nation's
recovery from the September 11 terrorist attacks and from a reces
sion. Nevertheless, many of the President's general topics were the
same-the state of the American economy, jobs, the budget, volun
tary service, the unity of the nation, energy, health care, improve
ment of schools, and welfare reform.
In President Bush's view of the United States, however, "[o]ur
first priority must always be the security of the nation."5 In a
speech that emphasized national security and the war on terror,
President Bush mentioned the environment only twice. First, he
mentioned the environment in the context of creating new job op
portunities, emphasizing his energy program: "Good jobs also de
pend on reliable and affordable energy. This Congress must act to
encourage conservation, promote technology, build infrastructure,
and it must act to create energy production at home so America is
less dependent on foreign oil."6 Consistent with this emphasis on
domestic energy production, President Bush "had invited the presi
dent of the Teamsters, James P. Hoffa, to join the guests-chiefly
4. Id.
5. Text of President Bush's State of the Union Address to Congress, N.Y.
Jan. 30, 2002, at A22.
6. Id.

TIMES,
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for his support of drilling in the Arctic Wildlife Refuge, which
would create thousands of union jobs."7
Second, President Bush mentioned the environment as he
looked toward projects for the future, but (unlike in President Clin
ton's last address) the environment was buried in a long list of
agenda items for Congress to take up in 2002. Specifically, Presi
dent Bush promised the members of Congress that "you and I will
work together in the months ahead on other issues: productive farm
policy, a cleaner environment, broader home ownership, especially
among minorities, and ways to encourage the good work of chari
ties and faith-based groups."B
President Bush's State of the Union address, coming one year
after he took office, thus offered little evidence that the President
considers the environment to be a priority for his Administration
and signaled a sea change regarding environmental issues from the
last days of the Clinton Administration. Ironically, however, Presi
dent Bush's elision of environmental issues in his speech came just
as pro-environmental voices began to reassert themselves after the
September 11 attacks. For example, earlier in January 2002, New
York Times writer Katharine Q. Seelye explicitly tied Bush "en
vironmentalism" to attracting votes, noting that even then "[t]he
peculiar thing is that while the administration is clearly attuned to
the political power of the environment, some of its actions continue
to suggest a heedless disregard of that knowledge."9 Similarly, in
early February 2002, Time magazine reported that, despite high
public approval ratings in general from the public, forty-four per
cent of the American public gave President Bush grades of "D" or
"F" when it came to the environment. 1o
The Bush Administration's track record on the environment
during its two years in office has been spotty at best. One of Presi
dent Bush's first actions as President was to stop publication of all
new administrative rules promulgated during the last few weeks of
the Clinton Administration, including many sets of new environ
mental regulations. In a memorandum written the day President
7. David E. Sanger, Bush, Focusing on Terrorism, Says Secure U.S. Is Top Prior
ity, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 30, 2002, at A2l.
8. Text of President Bush's State of the Union Address to Congress, supra note 5,
at A22 (emphasis added).
9. Katharine Q. Seelye, The Art of Turning a Sow's Ear Into a Silk Purse, N.Y.
TIMES, Jan. 13, 2002, § 4, at 3.
10. Time/CNN Poll, The Public Has Questions About Enron ... but Still Gives
Bush High Marks Overall, TIME, Feb. 4, 2002, at 23.
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Bush took office, Andrew H. Card, Jr., President Bush's assistant
and Chief of Staff, requested that "[i]n order to ensure that the
President's appointees have the opportunity to review any new or
pending regulations," heads and acting heads of executive depart
ments and agencies should "send no proposed or final regulation to
the Office of the Federal Register (the "OFR") unless and until a
department or agency head appointed by the President after noon
on January 20, 2001, reviews and approves the regulatory action."ll
"With respect to regulations that have been sent to the OFR but
not published in the Federal Register," agency heads were re
quested to "withdraw them from OFR for review and approval."12
Because the federal Administrative Procedures Act (APA) and
other statutes generally require federal agencies to publish new reg
ulations in the Federal Register before those regulations can be
come effective,B this memorandum effectively halted many last
minute regulations from the Clinton Administration. According to
the General Accounting Office (GAO), some 371 sets of regula
tions were subject to the memorandum, at least ninety of which
were delayed as a result.~4 The fates of these proposed regulations
have varied, but some have yet to reappear. For example, the
EPA's proposed revisions to the Clean Water Act's ocean discharge
criteria-the first proposed revisions to these ocean pollution stan
dards since 1980-were withdrawn from the Office of the Federal
Register in response to President Bush's regulatory review memo
randum and, as of March 2003, still have not been re-proposed.
A series of environmental controversies dogged the Bush Ad
ministration's first few months in office. The first, regarding the
acceptable levels of arsenic in drinking water, arose directly out of
the Administration's forced review of Clinton-era administrative
regulations. On January 17, 2001, in the last days of the Clinton
Administration, the EPA announced that it would be establishing a
new standard for arsenic in drinking water that would reduce ac
ceptable levels of arsenic from 50 parts per billion (ppb) to 10
ppb-an 80% reduction. 15 The EPA issued the new standard on
11. Memorandum for the Heads and Acting Heads of Executive Departments
and Agencies: Regulatory Review Plan, 66 Fed. Reg. 7702 (Jan. 24, 2001).
12. Id.
13. See, e.g., 5 U.S.c. § 553 (2000) (the APA's rulemaking procedures).
14. Regulatory Review: Delay of Effective Dates of Final Rules Subject to Admin
istration's January 20,2001 Memorandum, GEN. Acer. OFF. REp. & TESTIMONY, Apr.
1, 2002, available at 2002 WL 18799926.
15. Cat Lazaroff, U.S. Moves to Limit Arsenic in Drinking Water, ENV'T NEWS
SERV., Jan 18, 2001, 2001 WL 8662248.
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January 22.1 6 However, two months later, the Bush Administration
made national headlines-and created a public outcry-when it
forced the EPA to withdraw the new standards in order to seek
independent reviews of the science underlying the new standard
and the costs it would impose on local communities.17
Opposition to withdrawal of the arsenic standard was swift,
loud, and effective. Two days after the EPA announced its with
drawal of the standard, "Senate Democrats [announced that they
would introduce] legislation to reinstate [the] pending safety stan
dard governing arsenic in drinking water that the Bush Administra
tion proposed withdrawing."18 By mid-April, the Bush
Administration had backed down: "After weeks of controversy
over its environmental policies, the Bush Administration said ...
it's considering limits on arsenic in drinking water similar to the
Clinton-era limit it overruled less than a month ago."19 However,
the EPA did not plan to re-issue the new rules until February
2002.20
The delay was unacceptable. On June 28, the Natural Re
sources Defense Council (NRDC) filed suit against the EPA and
EPA Administrator Christine Todd Whitman, alleging that the EPA
had violated a June 22 congressional deadline for establishing a
plan to reduce arsenic levels in drinking water.21 A month later,
the House of Representatives voted to restore the Clinton-era stan
dards for drinking water, followed by a 97-to-l vote in the Senate
on August 1 to require the tougher arsenic standards. 22 By the end
of August, states were beginning to act on their own, with Delaware
adopting the most stringent arsenic standard for drinking water in
the nation?3 In addition, scientific review was demonstrating the
16. Arsenic in Drinking Water, GROUND WATER & DRINKING WATER (EPA), at
http://www.epa.gov/safewater/arsenic.html (last updated Apr. 9, 2003).
17. EPA Delays Lower Arsenic Standards for Water, CNN.cOM, Mar. 21,2001, at
http://www.cnn.coml2001IHEALTHl03/20/epa.arsenic/.
18. Michael Kilian, Senate Democrats Fight Bush on Arsenic Levels in Drinking
Water, KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIB. Bus. NEWS, Mar. 23, 2001, 2001 WL 16515128.
19. Traci Watson & Judy Keen, EPA to Take a New Look at Arsenic in Drinking
Water, USA TODAY, Apr. 19, 2001, 2001 WL 5460535.
20. John Heilprin, Environmental Group to Sue EPA over Arsenic Standards in
Drinking Water, AP NEWSWIRES, June 28, 2001.
21. Id.
22. James M. Taylor, Congress Preempts EPA in Mandating New Arsenic Stan
dards, ENV'T & CLIMATE NEWS, Oct. 2001, at http://www.heartland.org/archives/envi
ronment/oct01/arsenic.htm.
23. Press Release, State of Delaware, Delaware to Lower Permissible Arsenic
Levels in Drinking Water to 10 Parts Per Billion, Becomes First State to Do So (Aug.
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dangers of arsenic in drinking water, including its carcinogenic
properties at very low concentrations.
In the end, the EPA could not wait until 2002 to address the
arsenic issue. Instead, rather quietly in the wake of September 11,
it announced on October 31, 2001 that it was adopting a new 10 ppb
standard for arsenic in drinking water - the same standard that
President Clinton's Administration tried to put into effect before
President Clinton left office. 24
Arsenic was not President Bush's only headlining environmen
tal battle during his first months in office. President Bush and Vice
President Dick Cheney are committed to opening many new areas
of the United States to oil and gas drilling and to expanding off
shore oil drilling. Offshore drilling expansion made headlines in
April 2001 because it was met with strong opposition from Presi
dent Bush's brother, Florida Governor Jeb Bush,25 as well as the
environmental community. In July 2001, the Bush Administration
dealt with Florida's objections by "reduc[ing] by 75% the size of a
new offshore tract in ... the Gulf of Mexico in response to objec
tions from Gov. Bush."26 However, the President Bush/Governor
Bush negotiations regarding oil drilling off Florida's coasts contin
ued well into 2002. On May 30, 2002, President Bush announced
that the federal government would spend $235 million to buy back
federal oil and gas leases "in a large tract off the Florida coast and
in parts of the Everglades. "27
Observers view the seemingly pro-environmental decision re
garding offshore oil drilling in Florida as inextricably tied to Bush
family politics: "Bush's decision to preserve what he terms 'some of
our nation's most beautiful national treasures' should bolster his
environmental credentials in Florida [the state that, after all, made
him President], as well as help his brother Jeb, who is seeking re
election there as governor."28 Indeed, as the Administration con
31, 2001), http://www.state.de.us/governor/news/2oo1l08augustl08312001 %20-%20arse
nic.htm.
24. Bush Administration Relents on Arsenic Health Standard in Response to Sci
ence, Congressional Call for Strong Protections, WHITE HOUSE WATCH (Earthjustice,
Oakland, Cal.), Nov. 1, 2001, at http://www.earthjustice.org!policy/admin/display.html?
ID=l1.
25. David Wasson, Florida Governor Fights Brother over Offshore Oil Drilling
Permits, KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIB. Bus. NEWS, Apr. 20, 2001, 2001 WL 19707579.
26. Richard Simon & Edwin Chen, Bush Curbs Oil Drilling in Florida Coast Tract
Energy, L.A. TIMES, May 30, 2002, at AI, 2002 WL 2479404.
27. Id.
28. Id. at Al-2.
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tinues to push for more offshore oil development, Florida stands in
sharp contrast to other states with rich offshore oil reserves, such as
California. California's Governor Gray Davis is just as opposed to
offshore drilling as his Florida counterpart Jeb Bush. 29 Unlike
Governor Bush, however, Governor Davis is a Democrat, and Cali
fornia has received few concessions with respect to offshore drilling.
New offshore oil leases are banned off the California coast, but
the state still has 36 undeveloped leases that were issued by the
federal government between 1968 and 1984. The tracts in ques
tion lie more than three miles off the coasts of Ventura, Santa
Barbara, and San Luis Obispo counties. 3o

In August 2001, the Bush Administration decided to appeal to
the Ninth Circuit a district court ruling that California's Coastal
Commission could review, pursuant to the Coastal Zone Manage
ment Act, these longstanding federal oil and gas leases. 31 In fall of
2001, the Bush Administration offered California a settlement,
under which some of the leases would have been extinguished in
exchange for California dropping its lawsuit. Governor Davis re
jected the deal in November 2001. 32 Nevertheless, while the Ninth
Circuit's decision was pending, and in the wake of President Bush's
May 2002 agreement with Governor Bush, Governor Davis sought
a similar deal for California,33 but was rejected by Interior Secre
tary Gale Norton in June. 34 Affronted by the Administration's dis
parate treatment of the two states, the House of Representatives
stepped into the fray in July 2002, voting to amend the Department
of the Interior's spending bill "to cut off federal money needed to
permit new oil drilling off the state's coast."35 The Ninth Circuit
29. See Martin Kasindorf, Oil-Drilling Hits Choppy Seas; Administration's Plan to
Boost Offshore Output is under Attack in Several States, USA TODAY, Mar. 19,2002, at
A03, 2002 WL 4722170 (linking California and Florida as states opposed to drilling).
30. Erica Werner, Lawmakers Seek to Protect State from Offshore Drilling: Cali
fornia Wants Similar Environmental Aid as Bush Gave to Florida, CONTRA COSTA
TIMES, May 31, 2002, at 12, 2002 WL 21120381.
31. Kenneth R. Weiss, Oil, Gas Drilling Appeal Readied: Federal Officials Move
to Challenge a Judge's Ruling that the State Can Determine if Offshore Exploration is
Consistent with Its Coastal Protection Law, L.A. TIMES, Aug. 21, 2001, at B1, 2001 WL
2512042.
32. Paul Rogers, State Rejected Oil Lease Deal: Bush Administration Offered
Compromise Allowing New Drilling, SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS, June 20, 2002, at 13,
2002 WL 21857571.
33. Werner, supra note 30.
34. Megan Garvey, A Vote Against Drilling Off Coast, L.A. TIMES, July 18, 2002,
at B1.
35. Id.
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eventually sided with California, requiring environmental reviews
of all new activity pursuant to old oilleases. 36
On land, President Bush's and Vice President Cheney's pursuit
of oil and gas development created a two-year public debate over
the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR), a pristine wilderness
area in Alaska. Public debates over whether ANWR should be
opened to drilling plagued President Bush from the beginning of his
term, with each side accusing the other of misrepresentation. In
mid-February 2001, for instance, a study by the World Resources
Institute argued that oil from ANWR would not help to relieve the
United States of its dependence on foreign oil;37 by June, however,
pro-drilling factions were attacking the environmental group's
figures regarding the amount of oil available. 38 The ANWR issue
emphasized partisan politics in Washington, D.C., actively pitting
Democrats against Republicans, House against Senate. In March,
Senator John Kerry (D-Mass.) threatened to filibuster any bill that
would allow drilling in ANWR. After the House of Representa
tives passed an ANWR drilling bill in early August, "Senate Major
ity Leader Thomas A. Daschle (D-S.D.) ... abruptly halted further
committee consideration of major energy legislation after Demo
crats concluded there were probably enough votes on the panel to
approve the Bush Administration's plan for drilling in Alaska's
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge."39
Like offshore oil drilling, the ANWR debate continued into
2002. The issue seemed "finally" resolved in April 2002, when the
Senate voted not to allow drilling in the Refuge. 40 Undaunted, the
Bush Administration has simply turned its focus elsewhere-to the
Rockies 41 and to the National Petroleum Reserve in Alaska. 42 The
latter exists on a "remote Arctic coast," and new studies show that
36.

California v. Norton, 311 F.3d 1162, 1172-73 (9th Cir. 2002).

37. New WRI Study Reveals Oil from Arctic National Wildlife Refuge Will Not
Alleviate Increasing US Dependence on Foreign Sources, Bus. WIRE, Feb. 15,2001.
38. Milton R. Copulos, Environmentalists Play Slick with Statistics About ANWR
Oil Reserves, INSIGHT MAG., June 11, 2001, at 452001 WL 15174683.
39. Eric Pianin & Peter Behr, Daschle Stops Panel's Consideration of Energy Bill,
WASH. POST, Oct. 11, 2001, at A04, 2001 WL 29160689.
40. Tom Daggett, Bush Defeated on Alaskan Drilling, NAT'L POST, Apr. 19, 2002,
at FP13, 2002 WL 19614144.

41. Rockies Eyed as Plan to Drill Oil-Rich Refuge Heads to Defeat, AP NEW
SWIRE, Apr. 22, 2002.
42. Kim Murphy, Oil Report Shifts Focus off ANWR: Federal Study Says Different
Area ofAlaska Has Four Times the Reserves as Was Thought, L.A. TIMES, May 17,2002,
at A16, 2002 WL 2476341.
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its deposits of oil are bigger than ANWR's.43 However, "the U.S.
Geological Survey said the deposits are less concentrated and more
remote than ANWR's and would prove more lucrative to exploit
only with a substantial increase in oil prices,"44 suggesting that the
ANWR debate would resurface. And it did. In the wake of the
November 2002 elections, the Bush Administration toyed with ad
ding ANWR drilling to the 2002 appropriations bill. In the end,
however,the bill that Congress finally passed in February 2003 did
not include provisions to allow drilling in ANWR but did pass with
money approved for "pre-drilling" activities there. 45
Despite these ongoing issues, criticism of the Bush Administra
tion's environmental policies virtually halted in the wake of the
September 11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center in New
York and on the Pentagon,in Washington, D.C. Silence from crit
ics, however, did not mean that the Administration had ceased to
work to weaken protections for the environment. In October 2001,
for instance, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers released new gui
dance on mitigation for wetlands filled pursuant to the provisions of
the Clean Water Act. 46 The guidance replaces the Corps' previous
emphasis on in-kind mitigation-replacement of filled wetlands
with new wetlands similar in function and ecology-with a more
flexible approach to mitigation. 47 Fourteen environmental groups
protested the new guidance, claiming "that the guidance abandons
the principle of no net loss of wetlands."48 In November 2001, "In
terior Secretary Gale A. Norton announced ... that she would close
the federal Office of Everglades Restoration," which "was created
in the last month of the Clinton Administration to coordinate fed
eral agencies involved in the 30-year, $7.8 billion Everglades resto
ration project."49
In January 2002, public criticisms of the Bush Administration's
environmental policies resumed with force, and the Bush Adminis
tration continued to make decisions regarding the environment
especially with regard to its energy and extractive resources poli
43. Id.
44. Id.
45. Id.
46. The guidance letter is available at http://www.usace.army.miVcivilworks!hoc
topics/rgIOl_l.pdf.
47. Id.
48. Envtl. Law Inst., Corps Releases Mitigation Guidance, NAT'L WETLANDS
NEWSL., Nov.lDec. 2001, at 2l.
49. /d. at 22.
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cies-that continued to inspire such criticisms well into 2002. As
the New York Times reported in early January 2002:
This week the Bush administration moved closer to relaxing the
rules for air-pollution controls on dirty power plants, and it
moved in a California court to promote offshore oil drilling. It
took an aggressive step forward for the nuclear power industry,
declaring a Nevada mountain scientifically safe for the storage of
nuclear waste. And it replaced a research program for auto fuel
efficiency that was showing modest success for cars on the road
with a more ambitious program that won't affect the car fleet for
years, if ever, and in the meantime does nothing to cut gas con
sumption or promote efficiency.
These actions followed months of other pro-business regula
tory actions that were hardly noticed in the post-Sept. 11 world:
allowing more roads and powerline construction on public lands,
weakening rules over mining permits, delaying a ban on snowmo
biles in national parks, letting developers build on wetlands with
out replacing them.50

Indeed, the Bush Administration inspired criticism of its envi
ronmental policies on a nearly weekly basis throughout the first
eight months of 2002:
• January 1, 2002: Trade journals announce that "[t]he Natural Re
sources Defense Council has filed suit in hopes of forcing the
Energy Department to turn over documents related to the devel
opment of the Bush administration's energy policy."51
• January 4, 2002: "As the Bush Administration prepares to an
nounce regulatory changes that could weaken the Clean Air Act,
White House officials appear to be haunted by the ghost of con
troversial environmental decisions past."52 The new rules would
make it easier for facilities to modify themselves without trigger
ing the Clean Air Act's stringent requirements for new sources
of air pollution.
• January 8, 2002: The Earthjustice Legal Defense Fund holds a
conference to discuss the Bush Administration's environmental
record in its first year in office. 53
50. Seelye, supra note 9.
51. Suit Targets Bush Energy Policies, UTIL. Bus., Jan. 1, 2002, 2001 WL
10239931.
52. Elizabeth Shogren, Concerns over Criticism Stall Decision on Pollution Rules:
Insiders Say Bush Team Will Take Pro-Industry Stance on Scaling Back the Clean Air
Act, L.A. TIMES, Jan. 4, 2002, at A28, 2002 WL 2443813.
53. Bush Administration's Environmental Record, Year One, U.S. NEWSWIRE,
Jan. 7, 2002, 2002 WL 4573125.
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• January 10, 2002: President Bush and Governor Jeb Bush of
Florida agree on a restoration plan for the Florida Everglades, in
part to ensure water for the Everglades ecosystem. 54
• January 11, 2002: Bush's Energy Secretary announces that he has
picked Yucca Mountain, in Nevada, as the site for storing nu- .
clear waste. The State of Nevada is expected to protest the deci
sion. 55 On the same day, President Bush signs a new law that
will give $250 million per year for five years, beginning in 2003,
to clean up lightly contaminated "brownfields" sites. 56
• January 14, 2002: "The environmental community has grown in
creasingly concerned that the Bush Administration is quietly
rolling back water, air and land protections, making changes that
have gone largely unnoticed as war and the economy have domi
nated the headlines."57
• January 14,2002: The Bush Administration announces "that de
velopers no longer will have to restore or create new wetlands
for every acre they drain or fill. ... Instead of requiring acre-for
acre restoration on each project, the new regulations require
only that there be 'no net loss' of wetlands in any of the corps' 38
districts, which are established on the basis of watersheds rather
than state boundaries."58
• January 15, 2002: Governor Gray Davis pledges to fight Presi
dent Bush's plans to increase offshore oil and gas drilling off the
coast of California. 59
• January 21, 2002: Criticism of the Bush Administration's energy
plan increases as news breaks that the Enron Corporation advo
cated at least seventeen of the policies that the energy task force
.
adopted. 60
• January 24, 2002: "In a flurry of assessments of President Bush's
first year in office, environmentalists largely quiet since the ter
rorist attacks are trying to set the stage for the 2002 elections by
condemning the White House as a captive of industry and unre
54. Michael Grunwald, Bushes Ink Everglades Restoration Agreement; Pact Aims
to Ensure Water for Ecosystem, WASH. POST, Jan. 10,2002, at A17, 2002 WL 2519926.
55. Elizabeth Shogren & Tom Gorman, Nevada Site Picked for Nuclear Waste
Dispute: Energy Secretary Recommends Yucca Mountain, Mobilizing Foes, L.A. TIMES,
Jan. 11,2002, at A1, 2002 WL 2445547.
56. Sonya Ross, Bush Signs Environmental Cleanup Bill, AP ONLINE, Jan. 11,
2002,2002 WL 3703127.
57. Bennett Roth, Bush Moves Worry Environmentalists/Businesses Want to
Weaken Air Act, Hous. CHRON., Jan. 14,2002, at 1, 2002 WL 3235112.
58. P-I News Services, Administration Eliminates Tighter Rules on Wetlands De
velopment, SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER, Jan. 15,2002, at Al.
59. Jane Kay, Governor Pledges to Fight Bush on Drilling: Davis Says He'll De
fend State's Coastal Waters, S.F. CHRON., Jan. 15, 2002, at A6, 2002 WL 4010084.
60. At Least 17 Policies in the Bush Energy Plan Were Advocated by Enron, IN
SIDE ENERGY WITH FED. LANDS, Jan. 21, 2002, 2002 WL 10515043.
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mittingly hostile to environmental protection."61
January 25, 2002: The Bush Administration announces that it
will seek $21 million from Congress for a new program within
the EPA to clean up water pollution. The plan, however, is de
signed to aid only ten watersheds. 62
January 30, 2002: The Bush Administration announces that it
will seek $100 million for a new Cooperative Conservation Initi
ative, "to encourage private landowners to take up conservation
projects with public land managers and local communities."
Carl Pope, Executive Director of the Sierra Club, criticizes the
initiative as "'another example of a good but lower-priority pro
gram which is being funded at the expense of the basic legal obli
gations of the Department of the Interior.' "63 On the same day,
the GAO announces that it will sue the White House to obtain
records from the Bush Administration's energy task force. 64
February 4, 2002: When the Bush Administration announces its
proposed budget, environmental groups immediately attack its
allocation of money for environmental programs. "According to
Friends of the Earth, the Bush administration's 2003 budget
unveiled today-severely shortchanges environmental programs
at home and abroad, and in some cases, the White House uses
accounting gimmicks to mask deep cuts in environmental pro
grams and budget increases for anti-environmental programs."65
Other commentators note that President Bush's proposed
budget "seeks to speed up oil and gas development and open up
more of the West for exploration."66
February 10, 2002: Joanne Ditmer of The Denver Post asks, "Is
the Bush Administration using the war on terrorism to divert
public attention from the destructive activities it is carrying out
to gut key environmental safeguards?"67
February 14, 2002: President Bush proposes his overhaul of air

61. Tom Kenworthy & Traci Watson, Environmentalists Take Aim at Bush Re
cord; In Election Year, Green Groups Push Their Concerns Back into the Spotlight,
USA TODAY, Jan. 24, 2002, at A02, 2002 WL 4717573.
62. John Heilprin, Bush to Propose Water Pollution Plan, AP ONLINE, Jan. 25,
2002,2002 WL 10035667.
63. John Heilprin, Bush Seeks $100M for Land Conservation, AP ONLINE, Jan.
30, 2002, 2002 WL 11685892.
64. David Jackson, GAO to Sue White House Over Access to Energy Task Force's
Records, DALLAS MORNING NEWS, Jan. 30, 2002, at AI, 2002 WL 104717006.
65. Bush Budget Slashes Environmental Spending, Uses Enron Accounting to
Hide Major Cuts Says Friends of the Earth,· US NEWSWIRE, Feb. 4, 2002, 2002 WL
4573993.
66. Robert Gehrke, Bush Proposes Expanded Energy Exploration, Opening New
Lands, AP NEWSWIRES, Feb. 4, 2002.
67. Joanne Ditmer, Bush Environmental Blueprint Off Track, DENVER POST, Feb.
10,2002, at E04, 2002 WL 6560247.
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pollution laws and "a more modest plan to deal with global
warming." Environmental groups call the proposals a "gift to
polluters. "68
February 16, 2002: President Bush affirms his Energy Secretary's
decision to site nuclear waste at Yucca Mountain, Nevada,
prompting more protests from the state. 69
February 23, 2002: On a Saturday night, the Interior Depart
ment's Administrative Review Board "took the extraordinary
step of acting ... to halt the Yellowcat seismic exploration pro
ject on Dome Plateau, right next to Arches National Park"-a
project directly related to oil and gas exploration-despite the
Bureau of Land Management's ("BLM") stated policy of giving
priority to such projects. "In its decision, the review board re
buked BLM, charging that it had 'capriciously' ignored environ
mental concerns and that seismic testing alone-much less
drilling-could cause irreparable harm to the desert
landscape. "70
February 28, 2002: U.S. District Judge Gladys Kessler orders the
EJ;1ergy Department to turn over "thousands of records" relating
to the energy task force to the Natural Resources Defense
Council, beginning March 25 and finishing no later than April
10,2002.7 1
March 1, 2002: Eric V. Schaeffer, a twelve-year EPA employee
and Director of Regulatory Enforcement, publicly resigns from
the EPA, stating that "the Bush Administration has failed to
crack down on companies that pour 7 million tons of toxins into
the air every year" and "accusing the administration of dragging
its feet on lawsuits filed against nine power companies he
blamed for one-fourth of the nation's annual sulfur dioxide pol
lution-a gas known to cause haze, acid rain and lung ail
ments."72 On the same day, review of President Bush's
proposed budget reveals $300 million cuts in the EPA's budget

68. Seth Borenstein & Ron Hutcheson, Bush to Unveil Plan on Air-Quality Laws;
Environmentalists Call Overhaul a "Gift to Polluters," SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS, Feb.
14, 2002, at 4A, 2002 WL 6720630.
69. Mike Doming, Bush Picks Nevada to Take Nuclear Waste; The President Af

firmed the Energy Secretary's Stance on the Proposed Project Beneath Yucca Mountain,
ORLANDO SENTINEL, Feb. 16, 2002, at A3, 2002 WL 3031184.

70. Bush-Cheney Energy Plan Already Despoiling Utah's Wildlands: NRDC Wins
Halt of Oil Exploration Outside Arches National Park, NATURE'S VOICE (Nat. Re
sources Def. Council), May/June 2002.
71. Pete Yost, Judge Tells Energy to Give Up Cheney Data: Ruling Could Imperil
Bush Wish to Keep Names Secret, !>HILA. DAILY NEWS, Feb. 28, 2002, 2002 WL
6673218.
72. Faye Fiore, Top EPA Enforcement Official Quits, Blasts Bush Policy, L.A.
TIMES, Mar. 1, 2002, at A17, 2002 WL 2457809.
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for fiscal year 2003. The largest cuts are in the EPA's climate
change program,?3
March 5, 2002: "The federal Bureau of Land Management is
proposing changes to federal law that will allow it to give away
some of America's most beautiful and pristine wild lands to spe
cial interests. "74
March 13, 2002: "The Bush Administration said it opposes a
House plan to make billions more available to help states with
clean water projects because defense spending must take
priority."75
March 18, 2002: Environmentalists worry over proposals in the
Bush Administration budget to shift the costs of contaminated
site cleanups from the businesses that caused them to the
taxpayers.76
March 19, 2002: Several states, such as Alaska, California, and
Michigan, protest the .Bush Administration's plan to increase
offshore oil and gas drilling in the outer continental shelf,?7
March 20, 2002: "Even as the Bush Administration promised to
renew efforts to preserve sacred American Indian sites on public
land, Indian leaders cast doubt on how effective the move will
be."78
March 28, 2002: As part of continued questioning over how the
Bush Administration formulated its energy policy, a senator
sought disclosure from the White House regarding the energy
task force's contacts with Enron, while environmental groups
sued again to force release of the task force's documents,?9
March 30, 2002: The federal government forces release of water
in the drought-afflicted Klamath Basin in Oregon for farming
irrigation, despite protests from environmentalists and tribes
that endangered fish need the water to survive. 8o

73. Bush Proposes $300 Million in EPA Cuts for Fiscal Year 2003 Budget, MOD
ERN CASTING, Mar. 1, 2002, 2002 WL 17806866.
74. Bush Administration Proposes Regulations to Give Away Public Lands in
Utah, AP NEWSWIRES, Mar. 5, 2002.
75. John Heilpern, Bush: Defense Needs Top Clean Water, AP ON-LINE, Mar. 13,
2002,2002 WL 16389907.
76. Kevin Begos, Bush Budget Worries Environmentalists: It Shifts Toxic Cleanup
Costs from Business to Taxpayers, Trims EPA ·Money, WINSTON-SALEM J., Mar. 18,
2002, at 1, 2002 WL 3502968.
77. Martin Kasindorf, Oil-Drilling Push Hits Choppy Seas; Administration's Plan
to Boost Offshore Output Is Under Attack in Several States, USA TODAY, Mar. 19,2002,
at A03, 2002 WL 4722170.
78. Christopher Thorne, Indians Want Sacred Lands Protected as Interior Ap
points New Task Force, AP NEWSWIRES, Mar. 20, 2002.
79. Richard Simon & Elizabeth Shogren, Bush Gets One- Two Punch on Energy
Policy, L.A. TIMES, Mar. 28, 2002, at A22, 2002 WL 2464441.
80. John Enders, Ore. Farmers Rejoice at Water's Release; Conservationists, Tribes
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• April 11, 2002: A review of documents that the Bush Adminis
tration released regarding its energy task force reveal that
"[a]fter months of meeting with corporate executives, the En
ergy Department directed a staffer to make a cursory, two-day
sweep of environmental groups to gather their views for Vice
President Dick Cheney's energy task force."81
• April 19, 2002: After more than a year of debate and pressure by
the Bush Administration, the Senate votes not to allow oil drill
ing in ANWR.82
• April 23, 2002: Environmental groups in Ohio criticize EPA's
newly proposed rules for wetlands, asserting that the new rules
will hurt water quality.s3
• April 28, 2002: The Bush Administration again upsets environ
mentalists by rejecting a more stringent clean air plan from EPA
in favor of its own Clear Skies proposal.84
• May 1, 2002: When the EPA finally proposes air pollution rules
for ocean ships, environmentalists criticize the rules as being too
lenient. 85
• May 2, 2002: President Bush expresses support for an agriculture
bill that environmental groups denounce as too costly.86
• May 8, 2002: "President Bush is endangering public lands and
wildlife in proposing to cut environmental spending by $1 billion
. . Sat'd . . . . "87
next year, cntIcs
• May 9, 2002: When President Bush proposes to use money slated
for cleaning up abandoned mine sites for other purposes, envi
ronmentalists protest. 88
• May 9, 2002: A federal judge invalidates new federal rules that
Blast Bush, Say Fish Threatened, BOSTON GLOBE, Mar. 30, 2002, at A2, 2002 WL
4119389.
81. H. Josef Hebert, Cheney Panel Rushed Survey of Environmentalists' Views,
ST. PAUL PIONEER PRESS, Apr. 11,2002, at 8A, 2002 WL 7847908.
82. Tom Daggett, Bush Defeated on Alaskan Drilling, NAT'L POST, Apr. 19,2002,
at FP13, WL 19614144.
83. Bob Downing, Ohio Eco-Groups Criticize EPA Plan: Environmentalists Fear
Proposed Wetland Rules Will Hurt Water Quality, AKRON BEACON J., Apr. 23,2002, at
1,2002 WL 6733146.
84. Katharine Q. Seelye, Bush's Clean-Air Rules Upset Activists: Environmental
ists Wanted an EPA Alternative that They Considered Stricter, ORLANDO SENTINEL,
Apr. 28,2002, at A8, 2002 WL 3044091.
85. H. Josef Hebert, EPA Proposes Limits on Air Pollution from Oceangoing
Ships: Environmental Groups Say It's Too Little, Too Late, AP NEWSWIRES, May 1,
2002.
86. David Rogers, Bush Embraces Agriculture Bill as Environmentalist Foes Dig
In, WALL ST. J., May 2,2002, at A8, 2002 WL-WSJ 3393550.
87. Raju Chebium, Bush Budget Threatens Public Lands, Environmentalists Say,
GANNETT NEWS SERV., May 8, 2002, 2002 WL 5257801.
88. Raju Chebium, Environmentalists, Rahall Blast Bush on Mine Fund, GAN·
NETT NEWS SERV., May 9, 2002, 2002 WL 5257824.
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would have made it easier to dispose of mine wastes in waters of
the United States, holding the Bush Administration rules to vio
late the Clean Water Act. 89
• May 10, 2002: Analysis of the Bush Administration's plans for
new oil and gas leases-especially offshore oil and gas leases
shows that the new leasing plans will have far more effect than
the proposed drilling in ANWR. "The environmental commu
nity is crying foul, but it will have a harder time stopping the new
lease offerings than it had persuading the Senate to kill ANWR
drilling. "90
• May 17, 2002: Environmentalists criticize the Bush Administra
tion for recommending against protecting any more of the
Alaska Tongass region. 91
• May 19, 2002: Ranchers in Wyoming protest the Bush Adminis
tration's plans to increase natural gas drilling in Wyoming, claim
ing that the increased drilling will interfere with their way of
life.92
• May 23, 2002: New Bush Administration rules weaken the en
ergy efficiency requirements for air conditioners, meaning that
"[s]ummers will be more expensive for consumers, [and] dirtier
for the environment."93 On the same day, the Bush Administra
tion cancels a ban on mining in Oregon, opening 500,000 acres of
federal National Forest in the southwestern part of the state to
mining, despite threats to salmon.94
• May 24, 2002: A federal judge refused to dismiss a law suit
against Vice President Cheney's energy task force claiming vio
lations of the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA).95
89. Elizabeth Shogren, Judge Rejects Easing of Mine-Waste Rules, L.A. TIMES,
May 9, 2002, at AI, 2002 WL 2474446; see also Robert McClure, New Rule Would OK

Dumping By Mines; Environmentalists Say Nation's Water at Risk; EPA Says Little Will
Change, SEATTLE PosT-INTELLIGENCER, May 14, 2002, at Bl, 2002 WL 5933713.
90. Andrew C. Schneider, Bush Regulatory Moves Will Boost Energy, KIPLINGER
Bus. FORECASTS, May 10, 2002, 2002 WL 20611792.
91. Elizabeth Shogren, Critics Decry Decision on Forest Environment: The Bush
Administration Recommends Against Protecting Any More ofAlaska's Tongass National
Forest, L.A. TIMES, May 17, 2002, at A6.
92. Elizabeth Shogren, Nation's Energy Needs Collide with a Way of Life Policy:
Bush Team's Push for Natural-Gas Drilling in Wyoming is Creating Havoc with Ranch
ers, L.A. TIMES, May 19, 2002, at AI, 2002 WL 2476739.
93. Alliance to Save Energy Says Summers Will Be More Expensive, Dirtier Under
Bush Air Conditioner Rules, PR NEWSWlRE, May 23, 2002; see also Seth Borenstein,
Energy Department Lowers Clinton Administration's Air Conditioning Standards,
KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIB. Bus. NEWS, May 23, 2002, 2002 WL 21526075.
94. Bush Cancels Ban on Oregon Mining; Environmentalists Say Salmon
Threatened, CANADIAN PRESS, May 23, 2002, 2002 WL 21297086.
95. Judge Upholds Lawsuit Against Cheney'S Energy Task Force, CONGo DAILY,
May 24, 2002, 2002 WL 19558211.
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• May 30, 2002: A group of environmental organizations, including
the Earthjustice Legal Defense Fund, Environmental Defense,
the Sierra Club, the Natural Resources Defense Council, the
Clean Air Coalition, the Clean Air Trust, and others from Michi
gan, Ohio, and Georgia, joined by the American Lung Associa
tion, "formally notified EPA Administrator Christie Whitman
that they planned to ask the courts to impose a timetable for the
already five-year-old ozone regulation if steps are not taken
within six months." The ozone standard in question has been in
existence since 1997, although it was tied up in litigation until
February 2001, when the Supreme Court upheld it. The environ
mental groups want the EPA to take the next step of "determin
ing what counties would be unable to meet the new ozone
requirements."96
• June 13, 2002: "The Bush administration, in a move attacked by
environmentalists and applauded by industry, announced it is re
laxing air pollution regulations to make it easier for companies
to expand or upgrade their facilities so they can produce more
energy. "97 Critics touted the proposed rules as "a victory for
energy producers. "98
• Mid-July 2002: "The Bush administration is considering a plan to
reduce federal oversight of a key Clean Water Act anti-pollution
program and instead 'trust states' to clean up more than 20,000
dirty rivers, lakes and estuaries, internal Environmental Protec
tion Agency documents show." Specifically, the Administration
is considering eliminating the Clinton Administration's stringent
rules regarding total maximum daily loads (TMDLs) under the
Clean Water Act. 99
• July 2002: The Bush Administration launches a review of the Na
tional Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), promising to stream
line its time-consuming and costly Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) requirement; "environmentalists fear it's a
move to roll back crucial protections. "100
96. H. Josef Hebert, Environmentalists Threaten to Sue EPA to Force Tougher Air
Quality Standards, Assoc. PRESS, May 31, 2002, http://enn.comJextras/printer-friendly.
asp ?storyid=47403.
97. Judy Fahys, Bush Relaxes Air Pollution Rules, SALT LAKE TRIB., June 14,
2002, at A23, 2002 WL 4261631.
98. John Heilprin, EPA Eases Pollution Rules for Utilities; The Bush Administra
tion Says the Changes Will Increase Energy Efficiency, While Environmentalists Say
They May Weaken Clean-Air Protections, GRAND RAPIDS PRESS, June 13,2002, 2002
WL 18300078.
99. Michael Grunwald, Bush Might Reverse Clinton Water Rules, SEATTLE TIMES,
July 13, 2002, at A1.
100. Matthew Daly, Bush Administration Reviews New Environmental Law, AP
NEWSWIRES, Aug. 29, 2002.
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• August 7, 2002: The Bush Administration announces that it is
drafting "a new rule to govern the cleanup of pollution in more
than 20,000 lakes, ponds, streams, and rivers across the country,"
despite the fact that, one month earlier, "[a] coalition of 10 of
the largest environmental groups asked EPA Administrator
Christine Todd Whitman ... not to develop the new rules" but
instead focus on making the old rules work. lOl
• August 12, 2002: The Bush Administration announces plans "to
allow oil and gas companies to expand beyond the boundaries of
their leases at the Canyons of the Ancients National Monument
in southwest Colorado." Environmentalists categorize the an
nouncement as an example "of the administration's policy of in
creasing energy development on the nation's most-prized public
lands. "102
• August 25, 2002: President Bush promotes his new forest plan,
which would "allow more logging on federal lands to prevent
catastrophic fires," and also threatens to change the carefully ne
gotiated compromise Northwest Forest Plan negotiated during
the Clinton Administration to protect the endangered Northern
Spotted Owl. 103

As the November 2002 elections approached, however, the
Bush Administration scaled back its environmental work. Cynics
might suggest that the Administration was simply trying to keep the
environment-traditionally a Democratic issue-off the election
agenda. Indeed, the Administration's June 2002 announcement
that it would relax air pollution requirements prompted "[n]eady
half the Senate, including two Democratic presidential aspirants
and three Republicans, [to] urge[] the administration ... to post
pone plans to ease enforcement of industrial air pollution regula
tions-a sign that environmental issues may be gaining prominence
in the November elections."l04
Nevertheless, environmental issues did not subside entirely, al
though the Bush Administration appeared, briefly, to be working
harder to portray a pro-environment image. On September 13, for
101. David Ho, Bush Administration to Create New Rule for Water Cleanup, AP
NEWSWIRES, Aug. 7, 2002.
102. Julie Cart & Elizabeth Shogren, New Energy Project at Monument Explora

tion: Advocates for the Environment Assail the Bush Administration's Plan for the Cany
ons of the Americas in Colorado, L.A. TIMES, Aug. 13, 2002, at AS.
103. Les Blumenthal, Bush Administration's Northwest Forest Plan Rekindles Dis
pute, KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIB. Bus. NEWS: TACOMA NEWS TRIB., Aug. 25, 2002, 2002 WL
26062106.
104. Eric Pianin, Senators Press Bush on Clean Air; Letter Urges Delay in Chang
ing Rules, WASH. POST, Aug. 2, 2002, at A04.
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example, "[t]he Bush administration issued emissions standards ...
that would force makers of snowmobiles and other off-road vehi
cles to make their products cleaner."105 Less than a month later,
however, the Bush Administration rescinded a Clinton-era ban on
snowmobiles in the Yellowstone and Grand Teton National
Parks.106
Other environmentally questionable announcements appeared
sporadically pre-election. On September 19, 2002, for example, the
Bush Administration announced "that it will consider new rules for
enforcing the Clean Water Act, prompting concern among environ
mentalists that the government may sharply scale back protection
for hundreds of thousands of miles of small streams, tributaries, and
wetlands."lo7 This reconsideration stemmed from the U.S. Su
preme Court's January 2001 decision in Solid Waste Agency of
Northern Cook County v. u.s. Army Corps of Engineers ,108 which
invalidated expansive federal jurisdiction over isolated waters. On
October 21, the Bush Administration announced that "it is seeking
public comment on a plan to relax environmental rules that require
detailed surveys of forest life before logging of federal lands in the
Pacific Northwest."lo9
Moreover, whatever restraint the Bush Administration chose
to exercise before the November elections, it resumed its imple
mentation of pro-industry environmental policies with renewed
vigor almost immediately after those elections occurred:
• November 22, 2002: In the wake of the elections, the Bush Ad
ministration publishes its new regulations governing new source
review under the Clean Air Act, prompting an immediate law
suit by at least three northeastern states. uo
• November 27, 2002: The Bush Administration publishes new
regulations governing national forests that will allow increased
logging and other uses in those forests.1 11 "Environmentalists
105. Robert Gehrke, Bush Administration Issues Rules on Off-Road Engines, But
Environmentalists Are Critical, AP NEWSWIRES, Sept. 13,2002.
106. N.Y. Times News Serv., Snowmobilers Face Limits but not Bans; Bush Ad
ministration Blocked Stringent Regulations Favored by Environmentalists, ORLANDO
SENT., Oct. 6, 2002, at L8.
107. Eric Pianin, U.S. to Rethink Clean Water Rules; Administration Accused of
Using Ruling to Weaken Safeguards, WASH. POST, Sept. 20, 2002, at All.
108. 531 U.S. 159 (2001).
109. Matthew Daly, Bush Administration Seeks to Relax Forest Survey Require
ments, AP NEWSWIRES, Oct. 22, 2002.
110. Bush's New Rules on Air Pollution, Forests Are Steps Backward for Biparti
san Cleanups, ALLENTOWN MORNING CALL, Dec. 2, 2002, at AlO.
111. Id.
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say the proposed legislation would affect a combined area of 78
[million] hectares (192 [million] acres) of forest and grasslands
more than three times the size of Britain-and dismantle a gen
eration of protective regulations."112
December 19, 2002: The Office of Information and Regulatory
Affairs (OIRA) releases a report containing 316 recommenda
tions to twenty-six federal agencies regarding changes to their
regulations. At the top of the list was the Environmental Protec
tion Agency (EPA), to which OIRA directed sixty-five proposed
changes.u 3
December 19, 2002: "As part of what appears to be a continuing
effort to eliminate civil society representatives from trade poli
cymaking, the Bush administration is refusing to abide by a court
order and appoint an environmentalist to a key trade advisory
committee,"-the Chemical Trade Advisory Committee.1 14
December 24, 2002: The Bush Administration announces a re
peal of Clinton Administration policies regarding roadbuilding
through public lands. As a result, "[t]he Bush administration, in
a move that has outraged environmentalists, is about to hand a
big victory to Westerners who want to use a post-Civil War-era
law to punch dirt-bike trails and roads into backcountry."115
December 31, 2002: The Bush Administration issues regulations
changing the "dolphin safe" tuna labeling requirements so that
tuna caught by encircling dolphins with nets can still qualify for
the label, "open[ing] the way for Mexico and Ecuador, who use
such encircling practices, to ship tuna to the United States."116
January 3, 2003: The U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service withdraws a
proposal to declare the flat-tailed horned lizard a threatened
species, after a ten-year legal battle to list the species for protec
tion under the Endangered Species Act.1 17
January 31, 2003: The EPA issues "final air emissions standards
for large sea-going vessels such as oil tankers, cruise ships, and

112. Suzanne Goldenberg, Bush to Allow Logging in Protected Forests-New
Rules Reverse Environmental Controls, THE GUARDIAN, Nov. 29, 2002, at P19.
113. Zachary Coile, Bush Seeks Sweeping Overhaul of Federal Rules; Health Reg
ulations, Environmental Protections Among Hundreds of Targets, S.F. CHRON., Dec. 22,
2002, at AI.
114. Earthjustice: Bush Administration Defies Judicial Ruling, Fails to Appoint
Environmentalist to Key Trade Committee, U.S. NEWSWIRE, Dec. 19,2002.
115. Robert McClure, Bush Opens Up Backcountry Trails to Vehicles; Rule
Change Enrages Some, Who Say Wilderness Areas Would Be Damaged, SEAlTLE POST
INTELLIGENCER, Jan. 1, 2003, at AI.
116. David Kravets, Boxer Seeks to Reinstate Former Tuna Label Rules, CONTRA
COSTA TIMES, Jan. 9, 2003, at 14.
117. Scott Gold, U.S. Withdraws Plan to List Lizard as Threatened; Advocates Say
the Action Shows the Bush Administration Continues to Favor Industry Over the Envi
ronment, L.A. TIMES, Jan. 4, 2003, at B6.
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cargo vessels that," according to environmental group Bluewater
Network, "will do virtually nothing to clean the air."118
• February 11, 2003: The Heritage Forests Campaign launches its
"Don't Kiss Off the Roadless Rule" campaign, trying to con
vince the Bush Administration to rethink its national forest
policies.1 19
• February 12, 2003: Kiplinger Business Forecasts predicts that the
Bush Administration will: "[r]educe a Department of Energy
standard that gradually increases the minimum energy-efficiency
requirement for new clothes dryers and central air conditioners";
"[g]ive affected landowners more say in each stage of an Endan
gered Species Act rulemaking, including the economic analysis
used in making designations"; "[r]equire holders of federal per
mits to graze on public lands to use them for actually grazing
livestock and not for environmental laQd conservation";
"[r]emove from endangered species protections grizzly bears in
Yellowstone National Park and gray wolves in the Great Lakes
region"; "[r]equire further studies on a proposed rule to reduce
permissible exposure limits of hexavalent chromium used in
chrome plating, stainless steel welding and the pigment and dye
industries"; "[ e lase regulations aimed at reducing exposure to
lead paint in the residential-construction industry"; "[ r lequire
more cost/benefit study of proposed increases in fuel economy
standards for light trucks"; "[r]equire additional ecological risk
assessment and cost/benefit analyses for proposed regulations
governing rodenticides and other pest poisons"; and "[r]elax ex
port notification requirements for chemical products that con
tain only negligible amounts of chemicals for which export is
restricted. "120

As these examples show, the Bush Administration's priorities
(to no one's great surprise) are defense, energy, and extractive in
dustries-oil, gas, and mining. As Symposium speaker Dr. Mamie
Parker, Regional Director, U.S. Fish and Wildlife, emphasized gen
erally with regard to the Bush Administration and the environment,
"What you see is what you get." The Bush Administration, both
nationally and regionally, is pursuing known goals, consistent with
the known track records of its environmental appointees. As these
118. Bush Administration Backslides on Final Regulation for Sea-Going Vessel
Air Pollution Says Bluewater Network, U.S. NEWSWIRE, Jan. 31, 2003.
119. Heritage Forest Campaign Delivers Bush Administration a "Funny Valen
tine"; Effort Calls for End to Sweetheart Deal with Big Timber, U.S. NEWSWIRE, Feb. 11,
2003.
120. Richard Sammon, Bush Administration Paring Federal Regs, KIPLINGER
Bus. FORECASTS, Feb. 12, 2003, 2003 WL 10080452.
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examples also demonstrate, the Bush Administration's preferred
tools for effecting its environmental policies have been administra
tive procedures and budget manipulation, not legislation. Ours is a
nation of checks and balances, however, and the Bush Administra
tion can push its agenda at the expense of the environment only so
far. One such check has been the Congress, especially the Senate.
As noted, both branches of the legislature voted to strengthen arse
nic standards for drinking water after President Bush had the EPA
withdraw the Clinton rules. Similarly, when the Bush Administra
tion issued new rules providing for easier disposal of mining waste
in the waters of the United States, a bipartisan group of House
members announced that they would introduce legislation "to
counteract this destructive rule change. "121
Specifically, the Senate briefly gained power as an opponent to
Bush's anti-environmental policies when, on May 25,2001, Senator
Jim Jeffords of Vermont left the Republican party to become an
Independent, changing the 50-50 Democrat/Republican split in the
Senate into a 50-49-1 Democratic majority.122 Senator Jeffords'
switch put the new Senate Majority Leader Tom Daschle in the po
sition to block the first round of ANWR bills in 2001 and helped to
ensure a Senate defeat for ANWR drilling in 2002.
The November 2002 elections, however, returned Congress to
Republican control. Nevertheless, the Senate remains prominent in
checking the Administration's relaxation of environmental protec
tions. In early January 2003, for instance, Senator Barbara Boxer
(D-California) announced that she would introduce legislation to
counter the Bush Administration's December 2002 regulations that
"gutted" the "dolphin safe" tuna labeling requirements. 123
Courts, of course, have been another check on overzealous
anti-environmental policies. Citizen lawsuits have been instrumen
tal in challenging rules deemed to violate environmental laws, such
as the mining rules just discussed, and in ensuring that the Bush
Administration follows proper administrative procedure. It was the
Ninth Circuit, after all, that finally resolved the offshore oil drilling
issues in California. Currently, ongoing lawsuits are challenging the
Bush Administration's failure to release key environmental docu
121. Bush Administration Told by Congress and Court: Changing Environmental
Rules to Allow Waste Dumps in Waters Violates Clean Water Act, ASCRIBE NEWS, May
8,2002,2002 WL 5802687.
122. Amy Goldstein & Dana Milbank, Jeffords' Switch Threatens Bush's Legisla
tive Agenda, DENVER POST, May 24, 2001, at A19, 2001 WL 6752996.
123. Kravets, supra note 116.
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ments pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act,124 and the
Ninth Circuit undid much of the Bush Administration's logging and
roadbuilding plans in a December 2002 decision. 125 Environmental
lawsuits are projected to become an even more important tool in
the future. Earthjustice Legal Defense Fund, for example, has
noted that its case load has nearly doubled since President Bush
took office in January 2001, and" '[t]he courts are being viewed as
the last line of defense, because the Bush administration cannot be
counted on to put up an active defense when industry sues to chal
lenge regulatory actions.' "126
Under the United States system of federalism, moreover, states
also play prominent roles in environmental regulation. In fact, the
consensus of the three government panelists127 at the Environmen
tal Law Symposium was that states would play a dominant role in
preserving higher levels of environmental protection within their
respective boundaries during the Bush Administration. Speaking in
unofficial capacities, Ira Leighton, the Acting Regional Director of
EPA Region 1 ("EPA New England"), Dr. Mamie Parker, Regional
Director of the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service's Region 5, and Robert
Bell, the Chief Regional Counsel for the Massachusetts Depart
ment of Environmental Protection, each discussed the states' roles
in implementing environmental protection even as they outlined
federal environmental programs and appointments. Mr. Leighton,
for instance, discussed a variety of projects that EPA New England
is undertaking, but emphasized community-based projects to clean
up toxics and watershed-level actions to improve water quality.
Dr. Parker noted that the Northeast region will "be okay"
124. Suit Seeks to Reveal Bush Administration-Timber Industry Ties Relating to
Forest Regulation Changes, U.S. NEWSWIRE, Oct. 23, 2002, 2002 WL 101757720
(describing Defenders of Wildlife's suit against the Department of Agriculture and the
U.S. Forest Service); Launce Rake, Environmentalists Target Bush Administration, LAS
VEGAS SUN, Nov. 29, 2002, at 5, 2002 WL 101211464 (describing general Bush Adminis
tration foot-dragging on environment-related Freedom of Information Act requests).
125. See Kootenai Tribe of Idaho v. Veneman, 313 F.3d 1094 (9th Cir. 2002) (re
storing the Clinton-era roadless rule on NEPA grounds); see also John Heilprin, Bush
Administration Forest Plans Set Back by 9th Circuit Ruling, AP NEWSWIRE, Dec. 13,
2002 (describing the import of the decision).
126. Eric Pianin, For Environmentalists, Victories in Courts; Groups Turn to Judi
cial System to Fight Efforts of Bush Administration to Relax Protections, WASH. POST,
Jan. 27, 2003, at A3 (quoting Buck Parker, Executive Director of Earthjustice Legal
Defense Fund).
127. The two private sector panelists-Mr. Dan Meyer, the General Counsel for
Public Employees for Environmental Responsibility (PEER), and Mr. Christopher B.
Myhrum of Bulkley, Richardson & Gelinas LLP-have contributed their own pieces to
this volume.
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under the Bush Administration. She pointed out that there have
been few surprises in the Bush Administration's environmental pol
icy-Gail Norton, after all, had longstanding ties to oil and cattle
before she was appointed Secretary of the Interior. However, in
the Northeast region, the Fish & Wildlife Service, a division of the
Interior Department, was working hard to get state officials in
volved in its various programs. Dr. Parker also noted that the states
cooperate in the Northeast, helping to ensure continued environ
mental protection for the region.
Mr. Bell was most effusive regarding the states' role in envi
ronmental protection, emphasizing that Massachusetts in particular
had felt "little impact" from the change in the presidential adminis
tration because all states have independent authority under most of
the federal environmental statutes and Massachusetts has state stat
utes that parallel the federal laws, often imposing stricter require
ments to prevent pollution. For example, the Massachusetts laws
for the protection of wetlands are so comprehensive that federal
wetlands laws and regulations rarely come into play. Similarly, with
respect to contaminated sites, Massachusetts has its own state
cleanup laws, and although the larger sites tend to be governed by
the federal CERCLA and its Superfund provisions, thousands of
contaminated sites in Massachusetts have been cleaned up under
state law. The new federal brownfields statute, Mr. Bell asserted,
will not affect most contaminated sites in Massachusetts-although
it will provide money to states to help with brownfields cleanup.
Mr. Bell did predict interactions between federal and state en
vironmental law in the future. For example, the new arsenic stan
dard for drinking water will affect Massachusetts because the state
will have to "tighten up" its drinking water regulation. Of more
concern to Mr. Bell, however, were the Bush Administration's new
regulations under the Clean Air Act, which Mr. Bell predicts will
make it less likely that power plants in the Midwest will be required
to use the best technologies as older plants are renovated. As a
result, given the prevailing air currents, Massachusetts stands to be
affected by the higher levels of nitrogen oxides, which cause ozone,
smog, and sulfur dioxide, which in turn causes acid rain, from these
power plants.
Mr. Bell's concerns about the new Clean Air Act regulations
materialized toward the end of 2002. Almost immediately after the
November elections, the Bush Administration issued its long
awaited New Source Review regulations. In the words of the Hous
ton Chronicle's Editor, "President Bush put into effect a rule that
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will ease clean air regulation of oil refineries and certain other in
dustrial plants. The new rule will allow plants to replace, alter and
expand equipment without having to install the latest anti-pollution
devices."128 Moreover, the Bush Administration followed up in
December with similar rules for the Clean Air Act's Prevention of
Significant Deterioration (PSD) program, again relaxing the re
quirements for more stringent regulation. Nine northeast states im
mediately filed suit against the Administration to challenge this
rule. 129
As a group, however, the panelists conceded that the nation is
likely to experience regional differences in the details of environ
mental protection as a result of the change in presidential adminis
tration and as a result of' the Bush Administration's use of
administrative processes and the budget. For example, Mr. Dan
Meyer, General Counsel for Public Employees for Environmental
Responsibility, emphasized, as President Bush has repeatedly done,
that national defense is the Bush Administration's number one pri
ority, with the result that the Administration has shifted, and will
continue to shift, money to defense and away from environmental
protection. He also pointed to the role of discretionary enforce
ment of federal environmental laws, noting that at the federal level
the nation has "excellent environmental laws that work quite well,"
but not if they're not enforced. Mr. Chris Myhrum, the Chair of the
Environmental Practice Group at Bulkley, Richardson & Gelinas
LLP in Springfield, Massachusetts, opined that no president can re
ally change environmental policy. However, presidential appoint
ments and Executive Orders can certainly set a certain tone for the
nation. Ironically, Mr. Myhrum noted, the change in presidential
administration and the arsenic fiasco have both helped funding for
environmental organizations.
Perhaps Dr. Parker and Mr. Myhrum together best enunciated
the import of the Bush Administration for the environment. As Dr.
Parker repeatedly noted, "What you see is what you get." The
Bush Administration has made no secret of its priorities, and Presi
dent Bush's environmental appointments have only underscored
those priorities-energy (especially oil and gas) and, in the wake of
September 11, national defense. Mr. Myhrum also noted, however,
Clearing the Air: Bush Rule Change Lets Dirty Plants Off the Hook, Hous.
CHRON., Nov. 26, 2002, at 22, 2002 WL 23240845.
129. Campion Walsh, Nine States Sue Bush Administration on Clean-Air Rule,
WALL ST. J. (Europe), Jan. 2,2003, at A2.
128.
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that environmental politics is like all other politics, feeding on pub
lic image and money.
Whatever the Bush Administration may want, its particular en
vironmental policies and decisions must be able to withstand public
and legal scrutiny in order to survive. Many of those particulars
have not met these political and legal challenges. The Clinton Ad
ministration's arsenic standard is now in place, drilling in ANWR
was halted (at least temporarily), Bush's proposed energy policy
was subject to intense scrutiny with respect to the influence of En
ron and other large energy companies, and the courts have stepped
in when called upon to ensure that existing statutes are followed.
These events suggest that, even in the wake of September 11, the
Bush Administration's view of the environment may truly be, as
one New York Times writer suggested, anachronistic. 130 One thing
is for certain: the next two years will be an interesting dance of
environmental politics and a president's domestic and international
agenda, of states using the principles of federalism written into fed
eral environmental statutes to set for themselves the level of envi
ronmental protection that they desire, and, one hopes, of continued
citizen activism to ensure that the quality of the United States envi
ronment does not become another victim of the terrorist attacks.

130. Seelye, supra note 9.

